MIZRACHI MATTERS

PARSHAT VA’ETCHANAN - SHABBAT NACHAMU
Friday, 31 July (10 Menachem Av)
Shabbat Candle Lighting: 5:14pm
Friday
31 July
10 Menachem Av

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
1 August
2 August
3 August
4 August
5 August
6 August
7 August
11 Menachem Av 12 Menachem Av 13 Menachem Av 14 Menachem Av 15 Menachem Av 16 Menachem Av 17 Menachem Av

1. Beit Yehuda 2. Kehillat Ohr David 3. Beit Midrash (Beit Haroeh Shabbat Morning) 4 . Bnei Akiva 5 . Elsternwick 6 . Midrashah 7 . Goldberger Hall

Dawn
Tallit & Tefillin
Sunrise
Sh'ma ()גר״א
Earliest Mincha
Plag HaMincha ()גר״א
Sunset
Night/Shabbat Ends

6:10am
6:27am
7:22am
9:53am
12:53pm
4:28pm
5:32pm
6:14pm

6:09am
6:26am
7:21am
9:53am
12:53pm
4:29pm
5:33pm
6:15pm

6:08am
6:25am
7:20am
9:52am
12:53pm
4:29pm
5:33pm
6:15pm

6:07am
6:25am
7:19am
9:52am
12:53pm
4:30pm
5:34pm
6:16pm

6:06am
6:24am
7:18am
9:51am
12:53pm
4:31pm
5:35pm
6:17pm

6:05am
6:23am
7:17am
9:51am
12:53pm
4:31pm
5:36pm
6:18pm

6:04am
6:22am
7:16am
9:50am
12:53pm
4:32pm
5:37pm
6:18pm

6:02am
6:21am
7:14am
9:50am
12:53pm
4:33pm
5:38pm
6:19pm

DAF YOMI

Shabbat 147

Shabbat 148

Shabbat 149

Shabbat 150

Shabbat 151

Shabbat 152

Shabbat 153

Shabbat 154

8:30am

7:00pm

9:00am

8:30am

8:30am

8:30am

8:30am

8:30am

Via Zoom

Kew Shiur
Kli Yakar on Lunch and Learn “Following in the Chaburah with
Sefer Shmuel
the Parsha
R’ Danny Mirvis Footsteps of our
Dr. Michal
6:00pm
for women
1:00pm
Fathers”
Kaufman
11:15am
7:30pm
Rav Kook's "The R’ Danny Mirvis Gemara B’Iyun
9:30am
R’ Pinchos Ash Parsha Shiur
Generation"
Shiur
(please note
R' Nachman's
Shiur
R’ Yehoshua
R’ Danny Mirvis
change of time)
R’ Yehoshua
tales - "The
Asulin
8:00pm
Gary’s Gemara
Asulin
Worldly Son &
7:30pm
Parasha Shiur
Shiur
8:30 – 9:15pm The Simpleton" “R' Asher Weiss
(Ivrit Kala)
8:30pm
R’ Yehoshua
Shiur”
R’ Yehoshua
“(Trying to)
Asulin
for students with
Asulin
Truly
7:30
8:00pm
R’ Yehoshua
8:45pm
Understand
Asulin
Tzurba
Rashi” shiur for
8:30pm
students & Communal Shiur
R’ Yehoshua
young adults
Asulin
R’ James
8:30pm
Kennard
Ladies Tanach
8:30pm
Shuir
Michal Kaufman
9:00pm

SHIURIM
Via Zoom

MISHNAH
YOMIT

Middot
4:6-7

Middot
5:1-2

Middot
5:3-4

Kinim
1:1-2

Kinim
1:3-4

Kinim
2:1-2

Kinim
2:3-4

Ari & Yoel
Rosenbaum
(Mother)

Alex Mihalovich
(Father)

EVENTS

YAHRZEITS

Ada Gurgiel
Alex Moss Rosanna Leibler,
(Father)
(Mother) Eva Slonim, Ruth
Ronnie Judah Reb Leor Broh Gershov, Renata
Gilbert, Hanna
(Brother)
(Mother)
Friedman,
Martha Wise
(Brother)
Alex Moss
(Father)
Brian & Debbie
Wiener
(Sister)

Ann White
(Father)
John Steiner
(Father)

Mizrachi Matters can now be found on the Mizrachi website at http://mizrachi.com.au/mizrachi-matters/
or on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/MizrachiMelb

Kinim
2:5-3:1

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov to:
Jodie and Daniel Ross

on the birth of their son
Mazal tov to his grandparents: Geri & Barry Kras and Tacye & Phillip Ross
Mazal tov to his great grandparents: Ruth & Bob Goldman and Rita & Bill Ross

Daniel and Ariella Jones

on the birth of their baby boy
Mazal tov to his grandparents: Alison & Ian Jones and Sandie & Yosef Moshe Klein
Mazal tov to the great grandfather: Ian Joseph

BAR / BAT MITZVAH ANNIVERSARIES:

Noam Korbl, David Slonim, Raphael Mihalovich, Leon Tugendhaft,
Alon Schmidt, Elliot Debinski, Joshua Debinski, Yoni Karp, Joshua Balter

HAPPY BIRTHDAY:

Sunday: Alon Schmidt, Rachel Lazar, Sally Lowinger,
Simmi Lipshatz, Raphael Mihalovich (HBD)
Monday: Yona Epstein
Tuesday: Tzippy Lowinger
Wednesday: Eva Goldberg, Yonatan Karp (HBD)
Thursday: Helen Savitz, Romy Prins, Peter Kacser (HBD)
Friday: Debbie Herz, Rebecca Gilboa

WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES:
Saturday: Ann & Noam White
*****

Child Safety at Mizrachi
Mizrachi takes the safety and wellbeing of all its members with the greatest of importance. Included in this
are our efforts to ensure that we create and maintain an environment in which we can rest assured that our
children are safe and looked after and one in which the children themselves know this to be the case.
To ensure these goals are met Mizrachi has developed, and continuously works to implement, a set of Child
Protection Policies designed and tailored to the specific nature of our community and its activities. For full
details please go to https://mizrachi.com.au/content/child-protection-policy. Please note that these
documents are “live” and subject to regular review and updating.
If you have any concerns about issues related to the safety and wellbeing of children in and around our
community or have any questions about these policies please contact the Child Safety Officer on 8317 2520.
If you have an occasion or milestone event that you would like to be mentioned in Mizrachi Matters,
please email it to office@mizrachi.com.au by 12:00pm on Thursdays

בס"ד

USER-FRIENDLY
SHIUR GUIDE
SIMPLY CLICK ON THE SHIUR AND BE TAKEN STRAIGHT THERE

DAILY PROGRAMS

Daf Yomi | 9.00am (SUN) /
8.30am (Mon - FRI) /
7.00Pm (Sat)
R' Yirmi Goldschmiedt

Kew shiur - SEFER
SHmuel | 6.00Pm

Mishna Yomit

R' Doodie Bankier

SUNDAY

Rav Kook's "The
(Trying to) Truly
Generation" | 8.30pm Understand Rashi | 8.30pm
R' Yehoshua Asulin

MONDAY

R' Nachman's Tales
7.30pm

Kli Yakar | 9.30am
R' Danny Mirvis

R' Yehoshua Asulin

Tzurba Communal Shiur
8.30pm
R' Yehoshua Asulin

R' James Kennard

Ladies Tanach
Shiur 9.00Pm

TUESDAY

Lunch and Learn | 1.00Pm
R' Danny Mirvis

Dr. Michal Kaufman

Gemara B'Iyun | 7.30pm
R' Yehoshua Asulin

R' Asher Weiss shiur
for students | 8.30pm
R' Yehoshua Asulin

WEDNESDAY

Following in the Footsteps of
our Forefathers | 11.15Am

THURSDAY

Chaburah | 7.30Pm

Dr. Michal Kaufman

parsha shiur
8.00pm

R' Danny Mirvis

Gary's gemara Shiur
8.30pm
Ivrit kala | 8.45pm
R' Yehoshua Asulin

For further information about any of these shiurim or assistance with Zoom
please contact the Mizrachi Office (8317 2504 / office@mizrachi.com)

GUIDE TO CHODESH AV
26 Tamuz

Shabbat 18 July
Matot - Masei

MOLAD for AV
29 Tamuz

Mon 20 July
Tues 21 July

1 Av

Tues Evening 21 July
Weds 22 July

4 Av

Shabbat 25 July

8 Av

Weds 29 July

9 Av

Weds night 29 July
Thurs 30 July

Shabbat Mevarchim, Matot-Masei
Commences: 5:03pm
Concludes: 6:04pm
Kriyat Shema in morning: Before 9:58am
No Av HaRachamim
1:10pm and 15 Chalakim
Erev Rosh Chodesh Av
No Tachanun at Mincha
Rosh Chodesh Av
Yaaleh Veyavo, Hallel, Musaph, Barchi Nafshi
No Tachanun or Lamnatzeach
Restrictions of 9 Days Commence Tuesday Evening (Meat, Wine,
Swimming or Bathing for pleasure, Laundry, New/Freshly Laundered
Clothes, Major Home Improvements)
Shabbat Chazon, Devarim
Meat and Wine allowed on Shabbat.
Commences: 5:08pm
Concludes: 6:09pm
Kriyat Shema in morning: Before 9:56am
Some have the custom of singing Lecha Dodi to the tune of “Eli Tzion”.
At Havdala, grape juice should be given to a minor to drink. If there is no
child at home, wine or grape juice may be drunk by an adult.
Erev Tisha B’Av
A large meal should be eaten before Mincha.
No Tachanun at Mincha.
Seudah Hamafseket eaten after mincha (Boiled egg, bread and water)
while seated on the ground, away from others. Benching is recited without
a Zimun.
Tisha B’Av
Fast Commences: 5:30pm
Restrictions of Tisha B’Av: Eating, Drinking, Washing one’s body, anointing
oneself, wearing leather shoes, marital relations.
In addition, we alter our manner of sleep, do not learn Torah unrelated to
Tisha B’Av, greet others or sit higher than 28cm above the ground.
Maariv: Includes Eichah and Kinnot. Look out for online program in
Mizrachi Matters.
Upon Waking: Netilat Yadayim up to knuckles.
Even on Tisha B’Av, washing or sanitising hands to prevent the spread of
Covid-19 is not only allowed, but a Mitzvah.
Shacharit: No Tallit or Tefillin. Tzitzit are worn but not kissed during Tefilla.
No Tachanun, Avinu Malkeinu or Lamnatzeach.
In U’Va LeTzion omit the verse commencing, “VaAni Zot Briti”.
No Shir Shel Yom at Shacharit.
Kinot are added – look out for online program in Mizrachi Matters.
Halachic Midday: 12:26pm, after which one can sit normally
Mincha: With Tallit and Tefillin.
Commences with Shir Shel Yom.
Nacheim and Aneinu added to Amidah.
Sim Shalom replaces Shalom Rav.
No Tachanun or Avinu Malkeinu
Fast Concludes: 6:00pm
Kiddush Levana: Customarily recited at the conclusion of Tisha B’Av.
Ideally after breaking fast and changing shoes, but can be recited before if
opportunity might be missed.

10 Av

Thurs night 30 July
Fri 31 July

11 Av

Shabbat 1 August

14 Av

Tues 4 August

15 Av

Weds 5 August

18 Av

Shabbat 8 August

25 Av

Shabbat 15 August

29 Av

Weds 19 August

MOLAD for
ELUL
30 Av
1 Elul

Weds 19 August
Thurs 20 August
Fri 21 August

Tenth of Av
As it is Erev Shabbat, haircuts, washing, or laundry in honour of Shabbat
can be done from the conclusion of the fast.
Other restrictions of 9 Days (meat, wine, music) lifted at Halachic Midday:
12:26pm
Shabbat Nachamu, Va’Etchanan
Commences: 5:14pm
Concludes: 6:14pm
Kriyat Shema in morning: Before 9:53am
Erev Tu B’Av
No Tachanun at Mincha
Tu B’Av
No Tachanun.
We do say Lamnatzeach
Shabbat Eikev
Commences: 5:20pm
Concludes: 6:19pm
Kriyat Shema in morning: Before 9:49am
Shabbat Mevarchim, Re’eh
Commences: 5:26pm
Concludes: 6:25pm
Kriyat Shema in morning: Before 9:44am
No Av HaRachamim
Erev Rosh Chodesh Elul
No Tachanun at Mincha
1:54am and 16 Chalakim
Two Days Rosh Chodesh Elul

Knitted Dolls
HAND MADE WITH LOVE BY ELAINE BLOCH
Perfect for a baby gift or birthday gift
Purchase from www.emunah.org.au/knitted-dolls

Complimentary contactless delivery

For more info contact the office info@emunah.org.au

From the Gush
Rav Moshe Taragin
Corona Diary #13: Covid 19 and Coveting
Most mitzvoth mandate our behavior - which actions are obligated and which are banned.
The second more challenging set of mitzvoth regulate our thought and our belief system:
which ideas are we meant to subscribe to, and which views are heretical. Though "mental
mitzvoth" are more complex and complicated, they are still reasonably attainable. Ideas
can be studied and assimilated and the thought-system of a Jew can be outlined by the
Torah. The third set of mitzvoth- those which govern human emotions- are clearly the
most challenging; the Torah actually maps which emotions are obligated such as love and
fear for G-d. Likewise the Torah prohibits the emotion of covetousness; the final
Commandment – Lo Tachmod- prohibits coveting the possessions or the wife of another.
Assuredly, the halachik parameters of this prohibition are quite limiting- it is extremely
rare to be in actual violation of this prohibition. Technically, the prohibition only bans
'acting' upon our desires but not internal coveting which is never implemented. If desire
doesn’t translate into, at the very least, an attempt to extract the coveted home or secure
the desired woman, the legal prohibition hasn’t been violated.
Secondly, the strict prohibition would only obtain to "unique objects" such as a home or
a wife. In these instances, the person's desire comes at the cost of the "current" husband
who must be somehow displaced so that desire can be fulfilled. My desire for another
person's home can only be realized if that person is relocated. Unbridled coveting is based
upon the assumption that the current husband or resident is somehow less deserving of
the home or of a particular wife than the person who covets. In a world of mass produced
goods, the strict prohibition of Lo Tachmod rarely applies, since the person who covets
can easily satiate their envy by purchasing a similar item without depriving the original
owner. My envy for a sports car doesn’t come at the cost of the current owner's
license and therefore, strictly, I haven’t violated the legal prohibition of Lo
Tachmod. From a strictly halachik standpoint, Lo Tachmod only applies to unique items
and only when efforts were exerted to dislodge the current owner or husband.
Though the strict legal prohibition may be quite limited, the spirit of this prohibition
applies more generally and is especially relevant in the modern era. Capitalism has become
a game-changer in the struggle to regulate our covetousness. We may not often broach
the actual prohibition of Lo Tachmod, but we certainly struggle with the temptation to
acquire and with a thirst for shopping and purchasing. The modern world has empowered
most of us with greater buying power than past generations possessed. Mechanization
and the dizzying technological revolution have fed our desire to acquire the latest and
greatest models. A world of throwaway goods and of easy "replaceability" has bred a
culture of disposability and constant turnover of the objects. Efficient supply chains and
delivery systems have facilitated the quick and effortless acquisition of our desired objects.
It is ironic but instructional, that Amazon began as an online seller of books aiming to
deliver ideas to the human imagination. This behemoth has now morphed into the largest
global marketplace delivering electronics, clothing, food and housewares with unimagined
ease (Yes, I am an Amazon Prime member). We may not violate the actual prohibition of
Lo Tachmod, but we all struggle with the religious and moral challenges within the culture
of "acquisitiveness".
Battling this potentially hazardous trend requires first understanding it. Sometimes, our
outsized consumerism is merely a form of addiction; like any addiction it offers an escape
from the difficulties or drudgeries of daily life into a fantasy world of blurred reality. Many

feel a rush when a package arrives, and that rush or thrill can distract us – momentarilyfrom our heavy responsibilities or our painful frustrations. Behavioral therapists have
coined this disorder BDS- or "Buying Shopping Disorder" and on-line shopping has
exacerbated this addiction. Like other addictions, a compulsive desire to acquire goods
can destabilize our day-to-day experience as well as damage our personal relationships.
In most cases however, our consumerism doesn’t attain levels of harmful addiction. More
often our "desire to acquire" is wedded to lofty and valuable character traits. Ambition and
a general desire to improve our current condition is vital to a meaningful lifestyle. To fulfill
these healthy and worthy ambitions we often purchase the objects we deem necessary to
enable our general welfare and enable our advancement. These items- we believe- will
enhance our personal prosperity, free us from menial labor and increase our general
productivity. Just as our purchase of essentials such as food is vital to our basic survival,
similarly, our acquisition of the "tools of improvement" is crucial to assist us in the
fulfillment of our dreams and the attainment of our personal goals.
However, a healthy moral life is based upon a careful calibration of our desire to improve
or change our reality, with a healthy acceptance of our situation and the ability to excel
within our current framework. The oft-cited Mishnah in Pirkei Avot attributes inner bliss
to our ability to sense contentment with our "lot in life" and the 'chelek' or portion we have
been allocated. This inner contentment must extend to our financial condition, our
personal and professional lives and, yes, even our "religious portion" or our religious roles.
Very often, over-ambitious people suffer from terminal restlessness and cannot ever sense
the inner tranquility so vital to healthy emotional life. Ultimately, this inner disquiet or
the "uneasiness born of over-ambition" is the more threatening danger of extreme
immersion in the modern consumerist culture. Healthy life demands the fostering of
ambition, but also the careful calibration of that ambition with acceptance of our
framework and of our circumstances.
This current medical crisis has, in many ways, exposed the importance of this calibration
between ambition and contentment. Firstly, the flimsiness of our consumerist culture has
been unmasked and we now realize how terribly fragile the entire supply chain truly is,
and how quickly it can be disrupted. It is more obvious than ever that the objects of our
cravings will not always be quickly or easily obtainable. Additionally, we are likely veering
toward a financial slowdown (at best) and we all sense that our purchasing power will be
diminished, forcing us to contract our consumerist tendencies.
Beyond these practical changes, the Corona experience is also teaching us about
"accepting our reality" and excelling within that reality, as opposed to altering or
improving our reality. As much as we desire a return to a normal world – it appears that
the "familiar" "normal" reality is still, at the very least, a few long months away. We cannot
easily remodel our current framework but we can learn to thrive within that framework.
Will these tools of life help us better balance personal ambition and inner contentment
when this crisis blows over? Will this experience dampen our consumerist passions or, at
least, help us regulate them more carefully? Will the lessening interest in consumerism
liberate our imaginations to pursue matters of greater spiritual weight? Will we invert the
"Amazon effect" and begin to pursue ideas and religious experience rather than goods and
items?

